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Duncan Solutions Announces New Business Unit President
Asaf Salama appointed to lead Duncan Technologies
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (January 30, 2013) – Duncan Solutions, Inc., a global leader in on-street parking
management and enforcement technology solutions, has announced the hiring of Asaf Salama as President of its
Duncan Technologies business unit. As President, Salama will oversee the continued enhancement and support of
Duncan’s integrated parking meter and enforcement solutions, including the Duncan AutoCITE handheld enforcement
device and the Duncan Liberty™ single-space meters featuring credit payment options.
“We are extremely pleased to introduce Asaf, and we are excited about the energy and experience he brings to
Duncan,” said Duncan Solutions Chief Executive Officer Mike Nickolaus. “With Asaf’s background in product
engineering and business operations, Asaf’s expertise is perfectly aligned with Duncan’s vision and the direction our
products and markets are headed.”
Salama brings extensive experience with industry leaders in multiple technology areas, from General Motors and Ford
Motor Company to smaller, entrepreneurial companies like Innovative Solar Lighting.
“There is a lot happening in the parking arena – including broad and innovative applications for solar power,
advanced wireless communications, and integration with a wide array of consumer technologies such as mobile
phones, tablets, and navigation devices,” stated Salama. “Over the next several years, these technologies have the
potential to converge in a game-changing way and impact motorists and municipalities alike. It is truly an exciting
place to be.”
Salama’s primary expertise is the implementation and refinement of lean management practices to optimize
performance across all facets of business operations, from research and development through end-user support.
Salama earned his Bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering from the GMI Engineering and Management Institute
and obtained an MBA in Operations Management and Investment Banking from the University of Michigan. As an
advocate for the community, Salama currently serves on the Board of Directors for the Milwaukee Area Workforce
Development Corporation and Sky Residential, Inc.
For more information, contact James Kennedy at (414) 847-3773, email jkennedy@DuncanSolutions.com or visit
Duncan’s website at www.DuncanSolutions.com.
About Duncan Solutions: Duncan Solutions is a full-service parking management company and a leading provider
of parking management products and services to municipal and commercial clients worldwide, including parking
meters, enforcement solutions, citation processing, debt collections, and integrated on-street parking management
services. Founded in 1936, the company has been in the business of providing parking solutions to our clients for 77
years and serves over 2,000 clients. Duncan Solutions is headquartered in Milwaukee and employs over 300 people
in the United States and Australia. More information about Duncan Solutions is available at
www.DuncanSolutions.com.
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